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From the Editor
Soon we will be crossing over to the 21st century. For us this will be a once in a lifetime event;
once in a century (and in a thousand years).
But not for the Sun and the moon, the earth
and sky, however. They have been around for
many hundreds of billions of years. And they
have witnessed zillions of momentous eventsvolcanic eruptions, earthquakes, astroid collisions, ice ages, floods-they've seen it all.
Similarly, for the rocks and the rivers, bees
and the bears, apples and pears, it will be just
another moment in their life. They will carryon.
But not necessarily so for us human beings!
There have been many predictions about what
the new century will bring-from minor inconveniences to EOTWAWKI (end of the world as we
know it). We, the technological society that relies
on the use of electronic computers and micro
chips, might find this to be a beginning of a chain
reaction of significant proportions.
Our leaders tell us that Y2K is like a hurricane
or a tornado that's heading our way. You might
ask, "Why worry about this right now, we're still
nine months away?" or, "Why not just leave it to
the experts?"
Y2K or not, we are certainly not on a road
that leads to sustaining a healthy social and ecological future. Did you try to visit the worldwideweb site on the front cover? No such site exists on
the web! Why not?
Perhaps, because we are a long way from being
sustainable. How can we be, if we give no thought
to ever-increasing amounts of toxic materials in

nature, if we keep on overusing and thus exhausting natural resources, and if we continue to reduce
the ability of nature to replenish itself?
We can be an integral part of the Worldwideweb
o/Nature if we're willing to walk the path to sustainability, as a social organism or organization; but
not as a commercial entity only in it for the profit.
Recently, I attended a day-long workshop on
The Natural Step (pp. 18-19). Rather than asking
us to take sides with the "environmentalists" or
the "developers," it offers a science-based, common foundation for building a sustainable society.
What would make our activities, our institutions, our businesses and society sustainable? To
work towards sustainability implies that we:
a) drastically reduce our use of ores and
minerals, coal, oil and other fossil fuels;
b) minimize release of human-made chemicals
and other harmful substances (extracted from
underground) into our air, water and soil;
c) not compromise the quality and quantity of
natural resources like forests, land, air, water that
form the basis for living; and,
d) make an efficient and equitable use of
resources to meet the human needs of all people!
We need to correct our course as a cooperative
community. Nature shows us that cooperation is
the secret of life and harmony. If we work
together, we could make the difference.
Let's begin today to shape tomorrow.
jMafiana nunca viene! ~ c6t.Hr:,:nSf ~J

mn~~~~

Y2Kf Your Time Keeper by wiseant
No sweat!
Just set
clocks
back to
1900.

Cool!

Bust"ness
as usual.

We'll use
the time
to correct
all the
problems.
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Your Letters

As We Enter Our 11th Year!

That cover picture (Vol. 10, no. 4) by
Gloria Robertson is a lovely one! Have I mentioned before that our daughter, lody, considers
Skipping Stones one of the best magazines available for kids or adults? She loves reading what
kids of all ages from all over the world share, and
says it's an outstanding example of how we don't
need to segregate children artificially as schools
do. We've always admired the wonderful work
you do with your magazine. Congratulations on
all the awards for Skipping Stones!

I want to talk about ecology. You know that
it is becoming worse and worse everyday. Fumes
from the chimneys of the factories, the release of
harmful substances into the air and water, pollution from factory waste and poisonous substances
-all are a great threat to our environment. Global
warming' has become an actual thing! But people
do not pay any attention to this as they go after
money. What do you think? What can we do?
All answers, all opinions count.

-Helen Hegener edits Home Education Magazine.
e-mail: HEM-Editor@home-ed-magazine.com

We are very interested in sharing our writing
in your fine magazine... We have always been,
and probably always will be, enthralled with
writing... Poetry is the clearest expression of
human emotion.

Again and again, the four or five years since
I subscribed to Skipping Stones, I've been moved
and instructed by the blossoming talents and the
shared personal experiences of your youthful
contributors. The unique forum of your awardwinning magazine provides me a perspective on
human events that is not available through the
normal news media.
Even if the whole planet cannot be saved,
still your work is not in vain-because lives are
changed and people of all ages are inspired.
Because of what you do, there is more peace,
more beauty, more understanding, more sensitivity, more hope and more happiness in the world.

-Natasha Kurilov, School No. 132, RUSSIA

-Sophia Sansone, Alletta Brenner and Jennifer
Turner, 8th graders, Forest Grove, Oregon

I recently met with the teachers on the subscription list and almost all wanted to renew their
subscriptions... This really speaks volumes for
your publication. It's an asset for classroom
teachers and anyone working with young people.
-Mary Steinmaus, Stanley Foundation, Muscatine, fA

-Kylas Nagarjuna, Eugene, Oregon

I've just finished reading your Vol. 11, no. 1.
Congratulations on ten years of success with
Skipping Stones. It is a terrific publication that
keeps getting better. Keep up the great work
that you are doing.
-Tim Grant co-edits the world's best-selling
environmental education magazine, Green Teacher
(95 Robert St, Toronto, ONT, M5S 2K5 CANADA.
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I think you are doing a splendid job and
Skipping Stones is a wonderful multicultural
magazine. I am delighted to receive it and always
pass it on to The Small School, who I know also
enjoys it very much. Congratulations on your
10th anniversary, and I wish you every success
for the next 10 years.

Thank you so much for the wonderful books
and magazines that you sent for our students...
There is a severe lack of reading material for
the younger students... Our gratitude to you for
making our library better for all the children here.

-Satish Kumar, author and editor oj Resurgence,
a thought-provoking ecology magazinejrom ENGLAND

--Rebecca Rhodes, Librarian, Uzumba
Secondary School, Murewa, ZIMBABWE, AFRICA
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-Julia Rabotina, 16, Visaginas, Lithuania
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When Momma
died I never felt
):;;: ~
so terrible and ,//. ~
cried so long. ) I
.
My Pa was
\ \
worried and
\~
°d
~
Sal :
"Do not be
sad, she is still ; ~
with us, in our \
thoughts. Flying
like a bird, free, gentle,
peaceful. I know she is well, so be well."

~c:J
When I was little she brought me old rice
paper to practice sketching on and I would
make many little drawings to amuse myself.

My mother loved to bathe in the sea.
We would
always be sad,
but sitting there
we still had each
other, and life
is full of many
mysterious
changes beyond
knowing.

___

o
~~
~~
U-;;;f'

-words and illustrations by Jon
Bush, Belmont, Massachussetts

To Mother
I remember those days at the old house
the house where my life began
You would weed the small garden
of blue-starry forget-me-nots and violets
tending those delicate dahlias
you so loved
I frolicked on the grass, in the sprinkler
running in and out of the junipers
both of us buildingme building forts and imaginary worlds
you building reality, building the garden
building me
-Aaron Wells, 11, Eugene, Oregon
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Place in Nature ~.

Finding our

Brass Sunshine

Nature All Around Us

Cold, raging clouds
covers the enormous blue sky
surrounding the land in darkness

The silent water flows as
the green grass sparkles green
While trees grow high with
their glistening leaves
Whispering wind blows softly through
the clouds, and
animals surround the clear, living
land with beautiful sounds

The clouds wrap the world in a
layer of depression and sadness
But off in the distance a cloud breaks
warm, brass sunshine comes through
signaling the end of the storm

-Denisse Garza, 10, Pasadena, Texas
-Josh Peterson, 13,
Grand Prairie, Texas

At the End of Winter
At the end of wi nter there are
roads stained only by salt
not the expected snow
Early morning
chills the skin between my fingers
and flicks my ears
asks me why I bothered to wake up
We trudge through a long corridor
laden by heavy coats and heavy thoughts
to finally reach the edge of Spring
where specks of color begin to show
Blue and green and light

Wind
As I was observing nature
I noticed a calm breeze
drifting by like a paper boat
flowing ever so carelessly
down a quiet stream
a gliding cloud flowing toward the
horizon where heaven and Earth
seemed to meet
-Jeremy Keene, 16, Chesapeake, VA

-Kathleen Blakeslee,
Carmel, Indiana
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-Katie Levin, 16, New City, New York

HIbISCUS
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My hibiscus, also known as \>
h l.Ob"lSCUS syna~us
My neIghbor grew It
When I first saw it
it was just another flower
0
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I noticed it when it talked to me
, It's fragile voice said,
"Smell my musty and old scent
Look at my lovely lime green and majestic
magenta shades, look at my large luscious petals
and small short stem"

t
«~

-EUy Baumgras, 14, Rockford M.S., Michigan
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When I looked at the flower
It seemed as old as a 2,000 year old piece of paper
I thought of my great-grandmother
who is just as fragile
I had found a flower friend
-Cameron Kidder, 11, Lafayatte, Louisiana
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Gum Trees

Coyote

Curious Wanderer

Winter
days wear
like the sky
as the year fades, from
azure
to empty grey

The sudden smell
of a jack rabbit near
growling softly
wondering
should 1jump
or should 1 let it go?

As I make my way through their home
I wonder, if the birds could speak,
what would they say to us?

Houses glow; coffee
drifting
invites me to curl
stay up inside

My instincts tell me
go for it
grab it
but it's too late
the jack rabbit is gone
alas
crickets will have to be
my only prey

Sharp air
smacks
my face
with the chill
gum trees
inspire me

Winter's breath
-Kathy Preslar, International
School, Jakarta, Indonesia

When I spot the graceful doe, I pray
she doesn't flee in fear
I wish I could tell her
I have just come to watch
I approach the lake and notice
another me
Do the animals beneath hide
in deep despair?

-Heather Gragg, Waukon, Iowa

-Toya Williams, 12, African- American,
Calabasas, California

Gum trees
everywhere
the green crispy smell
envelops me
enchants me
oozes sweetly, drips
through the air
upon my tongue
Night
they creep
over the sill
to my cheek
arose
to my sleep
a depth

As I gaze in awe at the enormous trees
I imagine their hurt as we
chop them down

Father Storm
Father Storm, comfort me
Your slate rain feeds sacred Earth
Your thunder is a lullabye from God
-Nichole Nichols, Gibsonville, N. Carolina

Tiger by Danielle Meyer, 16, Milaca, Minn.

The River
It slides by, a small quiet being
many, yet
only one
There is a peacefulness about it
that gives it meaning
But it is still wild and turbulent
with a will of its own
Heaving mightily against the walls
that hold it to one path
but at the same time
"I have a horse named 'Saber
twisting, making its own way
Dance.' With him 1 like to explore
through the quiet land
the orchards and meadows near
Proud and wide and independent
my house. He is a 20 year-old
clear and blue and wistful
Arabian gelding. We are best
The river
friends. We love each other."
-Camille Bridges, 12, Cambridge, MA

-Tiffany Gregson, 9, Independence, OR
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Clouded Vision

t was late afternoon and that time of year
when spring-fever buds, but the icy, cool air still
cries of winter. At Minnihaha State Park, we
were gazing with wonder and anticipation at the
rock climber's paradise. There were only a couple
climbers willing to brave the icy conditions. We
had only planned to look at the forty foot climbs.
But as we watched the two climbers, I gazed at
my own two companions and saw the slightly
hazy hue of boyish glee and longing in their eyes.
We walked to the foot of the climbs, while John,
in his most informative attitude, relayed the
climbs he's been on, their difficulty and enjoyment level. Josh and I listened attentively.
We climbed to a ledge about five feet up,
thinking we would stop and survey some more.
But the boys kept climbing the sheer wall and
told me to not climb any higher. About ten
minutes later, they came around the comer after
climbing twenty feet, and accomplished merely
wetting their appetite. They started up, one climb
after another, none of which they attempted while
safely in harnesses. That boyish gleam in their
eyes only clouded their vision.
They seemed to think that nature was not
jagged rocks which could crush a spine or skull,
but rather a cushion to an unlikely fall; Not an
unpredictabe, shaky, changing structure, but a
sturdy and mapped out Big Toy from elementary
school; and that gravity would somehow grace
them with no effect on their bodies, similar to
its lack of effect on their minds.

"STAR LlG-I1T, STAR BRIG liT, ONLY STAR I'll SEE To~lGI-lr. .. "
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So there I stood, in the now-deserted park,
watching and waiting with the keys to the car to
see one of them slip on the rain splattered rock
surface and come tumbling to the harsh reality of
the world I live in. By the fourth climb, I was no
longer talking or smiling, only fearful because my
pleas and anger had not even been heard. I was
close to tears by the last climb; after my eyes saw
slipping feet and my ears heard the pains of tired
arms and fingers. All I could do was imagine the
worse scenario: the fall, the blood, the trip to the
hospital. My mind flashed back to one day less
than a year ago when a friend was merely skiing
fast and found his fate on the trunk of a tree.
Back in the car, I said nothing. The boys
looked like two four-year-olds ashamed and
covered in dirt from playing in mother's garden.
The spell had been broken and I could see their
sheepish grins and downcast eyes. They now
realized what they had done. Their pathetic
attempts to wash themselves clean of the situation
with jokes and compliments brought no smiles
from me. They had appeared like young children,
too ignorant to make their own decisions. Their
hipocrisy rang in my ears; caring for my feelings
while scaling a rock wall that not even experts
would. climb without equipment. What they really
meant was: "We care about our feelings, so we
refuse to let you get physically hurt and have to
rush you to the hospital-but who gives a dam
if you have to do that for us!"
Through each of our eyes, we saw something
different. To me, nature demands respect and is
much more powerful than you. You expect no
favors, no special treatment because you are as
small as an ant. To these two guys, it is a playground suited for their purposes, their pleasure;
with no ill effects or consequences. They are more
powerful. No rock would ever cause them to fall;
gravity would never dare defy them. Their climb
seemed to cast a spell over them, relieving them
of common sense. The foggy look in their eyes
only allowed them to see what they wished.

-Jennifer Zimmerman, 18, Spokane, Washington.
",Cartoon by Keith Feigenson, 15, Princeton, New Jersey

Stormy
One June morning in
Concord, California, two nineyear-old boys approached my
twelve-year-old son Pat, and
offered to sell a wounded
Sharp Shinned Hawk. The hawk
',;;;
was fully grown but young, and
his right wing had been broken
toward the tip. The combination of the
break and hunger had made him easy to
capture. He was in good health otherwise,
so we bought him. Pat christened him "Stormy."
Stormy appeared to have been hit by a BB
pellet. The under-skin of the wing was lacerated
and the bone break was diagonal and clean. The
flight feathers on the upper side of the wing were
undamaged. I set the wing, splinted it with tooth
picks and bound it to his side. He was ravenous
and ate raw hamburger from our fingertips.
Stormy gentled quickly, and allowed us to
pick him up and stroke him whenever we wished.
With our two cats, it was different. A few slashes
from his powerful talons and sharp beak
convinced them Stormy was no king-sized
sparrow or starling.
After a few days, we unbound the wing
regularly for exercise, and within a month he was
flying around the screened-in patio. He appeared
to delight in swooping down and hitting the cats
with closed talons. Because he attacked only
when they were moving or in the open, they
quickly learned to nap in a comer or under
the table or chairs.
He would perch on a gloved finger and eat
meat from our fingers, or fly by and pick pieces
of meat off the palms of our hands. One day, I
brought an electric charcoal lighter to the patio
for a barbeque. When I laid it on the bench, the
cord dropped from my hand and flipped across
the floor. Stormy swooped down from his perch,
grabbed the cord just behind the plug, and shook
it as if it were a snake. We laughed. He glared at
us, seemingly disgusted, and flew back to his
perch. It was an hour or more before he came
down to eat from our fingers.

The following Autumn, we were to
move to a new house in the live oak
and pine forest. There was only one
other house in sight. We decided to
release Stormy there to minimize the
:\'\..~
chance of him being shot again.
~
Once we were moved in and
~ settled, we had no more excuses;
we knew we had to release him.
Since Stormy was nominally Pat's
posession-in fact, he belonged to no one but
himself-we decided Pat should release him.
We walked to the edge of the road, and Pat tossed
Stormy gently into the air. Almost immediately
we heard the piercing whistle of a hawk, and
.Stormy streaked to the sky above a field across
the road and met the whistler: a female of his
own kind. The two went into an aerial ballet with
the grace and skill of tumblers and high divers.
They flew around, over, below, beside, while
we watched wonderingly. Then, one final climb
high in the sky, and they fell tumbling together
as if they had been shot, recovered about ten feet
above the ground, and then streaked across the
field, side by side, into the live oak and pine
forest.
That was the last we would see of him, but
what a marvelous farewell he had given us. Our
loss was lessened by the knowledge that he had
found a mate.
About ten minutes later, Stormy returned.
He perched on the power line just a few feet
above our heads. For at least a minute, he
chattered to us in soft liquid tones that reminded
us of parakeets talking to each other. None of us
spoke, and then Stormy flew away. We never
knowingly saw Stormy again.
There is no doubt in our minds that Stormy
came back to say goodbye.

~

--Charles R. Baker, Wenatchee, Washington

Recycling an average-size family's yard waste
can make about 300-400 pounds offinished
compost or humus a year.
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Marbled Murrelet

2, ach day before morning light tints the sky,
they leave snug forest homes for the coast in
search of their favorite food. Today they might
find herring or anchovies or sea lance. Tomorrow
it might be sea perch, sardines or rockfish. They
particularly like tiny fish, almost in the larval
stage. These seabirds dip and poke for their feast
where cold, clear rivers meet the kelp-filled sea.
Marbled Murrelets have chocolate-brown and
marbled plumage, chubby little necks and webshaped feet, which help them blend in well with
their forest habitat.
They make their journey a few times each
day-from deep forest to the open sea. Murrelets
fly at high speed and sometimes cover 50 miles
round trip. Maintaining just the right home and
eating just the right food is important to their
survival.
As they return to their forest homes at nearly
60 miles per hour, these eight-inch seabirds must
carefully weave through dense tree branches.
They need to quickly land back in the nest before
predators see them. It could be the American
crow, or skin-headed hawk or the Stellar jay or
even a common raven. They fly home worrying
that a predator might have snatched their little
one.
Murrelets give a soft, whistle-like call
announcing their arrival to the baby. These quiet
calls are quite a contrast from the more notable
"keeeers" and "groooans" they produce in flight.
Murrelets know these subdued sounds are less
likely to give them away to the predator.
Once they find the baby safe, they can settle
down for a morning meal and rest. In the evening,
once again they to the coast, forage and feed, as
they have for thundreds of years.
Murrelet nests weren't discovered until 1959,
so many of their living habits are still a mystery.
However, scientists have been able to describe
the murrelet's home in great detail.
Murrelets nest in large old-growth trees that
measure 80-inches around the trunk. They don't
build their nests but must find a tree that provides
a natural cup-shaped cushion of moss on a thick
Page 10 Skipping Stones Vol. 11 no. 2

limb sheltered
by a canopy
of branches.
Layers of
moss and other
forest debris
must not only
offer the
murrelet
family sleeping quarters
but protection
from larger birds.
Unlike other
bird species, who
lay a number of eggs
at one time, the murrelet
lays only one egg at a time,
and only one
time each year. So mother and father murrelet
must work hard to keep their moss-covered home
properly covered from the view of other birds.
Even under the best conditions, the nests can fail.
Sometimes the nest and tiny bird will tumble to
the ground if the branch is not exactly the right
width to support the moss.
Usually, the next generation begins looking
for a mate when it is about three years old.
The murrelet often finds its partner near the
coast around springtime. Courtship begins on the
beach. The male initiates by screeching and then
circling around the female. The male and female
waggle their heads and spin around each other in
a dance-like ritual. Murrelet relationships can last
their lifetimes-about ten years.
Fish and Wildlife experts have observed
mother and father murrelets taking turns incubating their egg in 24-hour shifts, which allows each
one of them the time to fetch and transport meals.
When mother or father relieve the other of feeding duties, they converse using soft, nasal-like
sounds. This period lasts 40 days. Division of
labor also remains equal after the baby is born.
A few days after birth, the mother or father
murrelet will try to coax the little one out of the
nest by dangling a fish from its bill. As the chick

inches toward the parent, it makes a squeaky little
sound. If baby feels secure enough to reach for
the fish, this means it will probably be ready to
fly from the nest a few days later. The parents'
biggest fear is that predators will see the wobbly
baby bird.
These days, predators have help finding the
offspring because so many tree branches are
missing. Gigantic logging trucks have tom away
these snug bird habitats. As modem timber
equipment rolls in toward the center of the oldgrowth forests to cut down trees, it accidentally
or purposefully tears off the moss-covered
branches, leaving the egg or baby in full view
of the dreaded hawk, crow or owl.
Clearcutting is the number one habitat
problem for the murrelet. It destroys nests and
exposes the edges of old-growth forests, placing
the murrelet within easy reach of the predator.
When the murrelet's nesting habitat is
destroyed, it takes 100 to 200 years to grow trees
large enough for new murrelet homes. People
concerned with preserving the murrelet's home
face a complicated problem.
The best solutions for the future will look
at scientific facts and weigh legal and political
opinion. Thus far, the murrelet's hope for survival
has come from the Endangered Species Act.
Murrelets are vulnerable because their
instincts don't show them how to look for new
nesting areas. They live in one location and rarely
change homes, from one generation to the next.
At the beginning of the century, murrelets
were "commonly seen" or noted in "great
profusion," according to historic records. Now,
biologists believe the murrelet population is
approximately 16,000, from northern Washington
to southern California. They say these numbers
may be exaggerated.
The murrelet's fate continues to be the center
of intense controversy between industry, government and conservation. No one may be able to
respond quickly enough to change the tangled
laws that are more threatening than any predator
these little birds could ever encounter.
-Chris Cunningham, Eugene, Oregon

John Deere Chainsaw
Vroom...vroom goes
the John Deere chainsaw
into a giant dinner of redwood
with blinding speed
it finishes its dinner with ease
The redwood, looking like
a plate of medium-rare steak
drip, drip, dripping...
into the roaring fire
blazing fast as the cheetah
flying by the world
with enormous speed
as if invincible
Flying through time
coming to rest, at the crest
of a cool refreshing waterfall
falling from the heavens
in a cool refreshing mist...
to cool the body and soul
of a John Deere chainsaw
-Benny Gandolfo, grade 8, Lemon Grove, California
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ABC's of Trees
God made large plants that we call trees
They give us fruit; they help us breathe
The gifts from them will never cease
If we care for them and plant their seeds
For the Aspen it will stand
The most widespread in our land
Used for fence posts, paper, too
Leaves, in Fall, a yellow hue

,.

For Hemlock, hardy conifer so green
Used for windbreaks and hedges serene
Canadian Hemlocks grow ninety feet tall
At Christmas used to "deck the hall!"

For the American Beechwood so fine
On its seeds wild turkeys dine
A wonderful shade tree for our lawns
With gray bark, and Fall leaves of bronze

'
~~)'I~~7T,
For American Holly, botanical name "Ilex"
For berries, plant one of each sex
Very lovely, on the lawn they grow
Decorative for Christmas, we all know

For Cedars that grow so tall
They do not mind the cold at all
An evergreen with sweet-smelling wood
Valued for homes, Bible kings understood

For Juniper, a versatile plant
Easily pruned into a shape you want
Grown on the mountains or in your backyard
Some species have diseases, so be on guard

For Dogwood, a beautiful sight
Flowers in pink, but mostly white
Magnificent in woodlands, lovely in yards
A Spring beauty, held in high regard
For Eucalyptus, the "silver dollar" trees
Like mild climate; have decorative leaves
Useful for oil and making cough mints
Pretty in baskets and flower arrangements!

Eight hundred species of Figs there are known
Likes a warm climate; even indoors can be grown
Common fig trees have fruit to behold
Leaves are decorative, some deeply lobed
For Grapefruit, a tree quickly grown
Everyone likes to have one of their own
The blossoms smell so very sweet
The juicy fruit a treat to eat!
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For Katsura tree, native to Japan
Bright yellow leaves when summer wans
Heartshaped leaves that smell like candy
For a lawn highlight it comes in handy
For Locust grown with much delight
In one year gains two feet in height
Leaves turn yellow in the Fall
Beautiful planted around the mall

jVPf\J-J
What would we do without our Maples?
.~
Grown for sugar; shade and tables
Over one hundred species we are told
Fall foliage is a sight to behold!
"Nyssa Sylvatica," scientific name of Black Gum
An American native; very awesome
Autumn paints it in a coat of red
Grows fifty feet tall, with thirty-yard spread
Olive trees thrive where it's very dry
So they do not grow very high
A tree that bears us fruit and oil
Can be grown in poor, stony soil

For Pines of many kinds
Has many uses, too, we find
Lumber, furniture, decks and homes
Fuel and oil and decorative cones

Yews are evergreens on which berries are found
Sometimes shaped in squares and mounds
Seeds are poisonous, so let us beware
But for long life, none can compare

=-->-~>/

Quince is a fruit tree small
A hard fruit and not sweet at all
It can be used to make jelly
Eat one raw? No, not really!

I,

Redwood, tallest tree in ali the world
At three hundred feet, majestic to behold
Likes to grow in ocean fog
Many beauties have been logged

For Zelkova, a Japanese tree whose shade is nice
Instead of Elms it does suffice
Perfect for lawns and along the street
Fall red leaves provide a treat!
-Martha S. Campbell, Edinboro, Pennsylvania
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Meditations on Banyan

~~ ~\~S

Sassafras grows to thirty feet
~~~I'7:r
Its bark is sweet and good to eat
U sed for fenceposts, medicines and teas
On some trees, has three-shaped leaves
'3JS

); '---For Tulip, called Poplar, too
A flowering shade, re~ognition ~s due_~~'" -, ~
Bears golden flowers 10 the Spnng ,0; :::::::?"~
Spectacular foliage Fall does bring ;(;1'<.
(~

c.,.

"Ulmus," or Elm, first the latin name ~.
.
~
An Amencan tree of early fame
. "JI1"'.,li...,...
Disease killed many, we have read
Now we plant Chinese Elm, instead
Viburnum decorate our lawns
They are beautiful to look upon
Chinese snowball; Korean spice
Plant some for berries, which are nice

(p'·walnut trees give us nuts to crack

\.. . ' ~
~

::>
!.

0

~

--~«~'--C7~~~
'--='
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Some are English; others are Black
Black Walnut is a valued wood
For fine furniture, it's very good

Xerophyte, a desert tree, as the Saguaro
In sparse rains it stores up water
Has thorns for leaves, but beautiful flowers
Fruit for man; beast and flickers' bowers

~
....)

?

Warped, twisted are the bodies and
limbs of the banyan
Angry like hardened, braided clay
unyielding and intertwined
brown and obstinate, slowly creep
into each other
Cool is the shade it provides
casting not black shadows but
dark green airy ones
obscurity sighs not unhappily
darkness satisfies
its oxygen is cool and seductive
the rays of sun that do
penetrate are not searing
half-hearted, tepid
Immense is its rare form
Olympus to the gods
natural and at once
completely untrue completely
out of tune with nature
an angry, bewitching
skyscraper made from raw wood
brown and green weaved it is
a godly tapestry, a great sculpture
the banyan is a colossus
-Sonesh Chainani, 15,
Key Biscayne, Florida

UL~~~
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Vision of a River

.

Do you think that
the river flows
. .....
... - - ' - - - - ~:
because
someone says:
The River's M~'s_ic
··:S~:=:.:. I was born in the
"River, flow now?"
... ::~-:"#':
bell of that river....~ •
Do you think that
Down from the rocky mountain
."",·:v/.
i .:~: /IV:··
....
the elements do
it gushes from a ledge
I go there
:..."."it';."
:.,......
":.
what
they
are supposed to do
a waterfall
to
catch
bullfrogs~
n~<
and not want they want to do?
clear and tall
to
lie
flat
on
the
wet
If you think so
cascading from the edge
bank
then you will never see
It rushes through a stream bed
to let the brown snake
or understand what I mean
carved out by the work of time
slither past
when I say
and fills a nook
to find the meaning of life )
I will be free!
with a bubbling brook
and lose it
! I want to be
that adds to the water's rhyme
to build my soul
/.1 \
free like a riveri f1fl. '~---"
It trickles through the forest
of rus hes
~:~
~:
uncontrollable and wild
r- . I
the vital veins of Earth
I want to be
to paint my face :~. ~.D°fl
and the woods resound
fast and dangerous
in the riverbed\,._~ ~~~_
with the water's sound
like
the rapids and currents
-:=0
and go home
and melodies of mirth
in the river
dreaming.ofits
.~
I want to be like a river
-Michelle Gruben, 11, Dallas, TX
~
VOIce
with its different
-Elizabeth Clark, 17, Imperial, NE
shades and colors
In the West
I want to be natural like a river
in its savagery
In the West, water flows uphill
leaping across the Tehachapi Mountains
-Nadja Awad, 15, Sana' a, Yemen
to fill the mouth of the City of Angels
.:~~.

.-:

..

'-

\\///?

~

In the West, the streams serve us
captured and prisoned, in tunnels, in
siphons and aquaducts
bleeding into our irrigated lands
In the West, once the ~vers.' voice~
coaxed the salmon, surgmg thIck agamst
the current

ant~~~:::~~ison

herds to
lured the
now there is silence
In the West, the rivers are the
Disappeared
their bones buried in a common grave
we forget their names
and call the land "Desolation"
-Todd Detter, grade 9, Phoenix, AZ
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Don't Pollute

Once
You may think
= a man walked up a mountain
I am a shadow" '.:\
and threw an oil can down
: : : :- And when it rained upon it
But inside
I am a sun: . " , it went into the ground
-D amla
. Gates,'. ~" - It went down a waterfall
Pasadena CA
~
and into the sink

/1

I~

'\ \
'\

And:;:'~:;t~:~e7i;~~ ;:~et on

-Michael Stock-Matthews, 7, Berkeley, CA

These are just a few poems on the theme of "Watersheds," sent
by thousands ofyouth for the River of Words Contest sponsored
by the International Rivers Network and the Library of Congress
Center for the Book.. To order the ROW Winners booklet ($2),
contact: River of Words Project, PO Box 4000-J, Berkeley, CA
94704 USA Tel: 510-433-7020, email: row@im.org

-.Jerome Viles, 11
eugene, Oregon
.''':,''

feo()rah P~rkins, grade 6, OnYJri()) Cart
.-

,· . :.:;~i~Z:- - ' ':';{"

,",

-":~%%k*,:~i#?'"
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The Y2 K
The Workaholic
He wakes up before the sun
five-thirty in the morning
every mornmg
Takes a shower
gets dressed so fast
And tries to get to work
even earlier
Beats the morning rush
to get to the office
before everybody else
He's the first
to unlock the office doors
turn on the lights
and start the coffee machine
Once at work
he doesn't leave
not even for lunch
It's too much of a burden
to talk to his wife
when she calls
On an early day
he leaves the office last
at seven o'clock
but on a "normal" day
not until eight o'clock
He's often not home
to eat dinner with his family
often home too late
to kiss his kids goodnight
I see him come into the dark
sleeping house
The garage door opens
but does not wake a person
He walks up the steps
with a loud heavy walk
as if he had weights on his legs

(Year 2two Kthousand)

Bug

There is a lot oftalk around the Y2K or Millennium Bug.
What is it? What does it mean for you and your family? Your
community and country? It might affect us a.ll more than we realize.
Gather family, friends, and neighbors to discuss ways to best
prepare for what may come, with the dawn ofthe new century.

• Because most information can be sent across the world at high
speeds (instantaneously), using satellites, cellular telephones, and
telephone wires, it can be used by computers and people to make
quick decisions-investments or divestments on the stock market.
• Many of our factories and manufacturing industries depend upon
raw material that may come from great distances. And, products
made in the factory may travel internationally, to be used as a part
or component of another system or product. To reduce expenses
(storage space, inventory costs, etc) many industries use a system of
supply (parts and raw material) as needed. So, when there is a supply
disruption, the assembly line comes to a grinding halt. For example,
when workers in a parts-supply factory go on a strike, the assembly
lines of car manufacturers anywhere can become idle in a matter of
days, no matter where they are located in the country.
• Most electronic control systems use computers and integrated circuits with electronic memory devices (microprocessor chips). Many
of these older chips as well as Main-frame computer (software) programs, still in use today, can malfunction as the clock turns 01-01-00
(as they were programmed with date as dd/mm/yy to save memory).
• Because of shortage of time and excessive cost, it is not possible to
identify and replace all the troublesome chips that could be hidden
in the sy~tems. One faulty part could bring the whole system down.
• We live in an interconnected world today. For instance, the whole
United States is interconnected with an electric power grid; Hydroelectric power from James Bay, in Quebec, Canada, feeds the
Northeastern U.S.; All nuclear power plants are highly automized
and must depend on electronic sensors and control systems. These
power plants would have to be shut down if cooling systems fail.
So, loss of one plant can lead to power failure in a much wider area.

• No one knows for sure how, and to what extent, we will be affected
by Y2K failures in computer systems, and computer-dependent
equipments that are in use worldwide. Because of the enormous
He g.oes to sleep
complexity and the magnitude (number of such dependent systems)
Just to wake up
the situation has become more than just a technical 'problem. It has
and go to work
become an economical, political, social and security issue. For
-Kari Wallach, 15,
~.. example, a chemical plant could release dangerous chemicals into
New City, New York ~ the water or atmosphere if a sensor/control device were to fail.
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Where Are You At? A take-home quiz
1. True or False? Why?
- If I don't own or use a computer regularly, I need not think about
the Y2K bug.
- I use a new, Y2K-proof computer, so I have nothing to worry about.
- We live on a farm and grow plenty of food crops, so we'll be fine!
- Y2K is a short-term problem; everything will be normal on Jan. 2!
- We live in a low-income country; we don't use TV, telephone, CD
player, computer, motor car, fax machine. We won't be affected.
- Just about everyone will be affected by Y2K problems as we live
in a computer-dependent society, in an inter-dependent world.

2. Are you (and your family) concerned about what Jan. 1,
. h t b·
2000 mIg
rmg.? Wh at are your concerns.?

World of Nothing
The world is a dull place
I look around and everything
that usually shines
is colorless
The sun is just a white orb
hanging in the sky
behind rows of clouds
giving dull light to the world

linwWlPMiVVf&I;'

There is no light

~,~Af:I'~£mW·~.£::·
~~::::::i.iW~:::::
In my world

::::i>...:,:,::.~::::t."*

a. Electric, gas, oil, telephone service might be interrupted.
E'
d
ffl d
I'
"
.
h
b
bl
very
VOIce
soun
s
mu
e
·
.
b . B an k s, an d other fInanCIa InStitutIOns mIg t not e a e to process
rk I
r
.
credit cards, checks or account balances due to computer problems.
I e am Istemng
c. Global economic market might crash because of supply disruptions.
~rom my grave
SIX feet from any
d. Airplanes, trains, transportation and reservation systems, traffic
....'!.II,.
live human being
control signals and systems might not work properly or reliably.
e. The society is too dependent on computer/technology,
~ ~ ••••• \j~\\""'"
Everything I do
feels like there is
and therefore, ill-prepared for the Y2K problem."""\\\\\\~
f. Consumer products and services will be in short supply, and prices
distance between
will go up drastically. It might lead to a law-and-order question.
my body and my senses

3. What is your solution for the Y2K problem?
a. Do nothing! Government and experts will be able to fix the problem.
b. Turn the clock to 1990. That will give us ten years to fix everything.
c. Stock up on a few weeks' worth basic foods, drinking water, money
and other supplies before Dec. 31 st.
d. Build a fortress, well-stocked with everything you might ever need!
e. Get together with friends and neighbors to assess our family and
community's needs in various areas; Work cooperatively to plan
how best to meet the anticipated needs, should an emergency occur
-be it an earthquake, hurricane, ice storm, or Y2K related failure.
f. Move to a tropical place with plenty of fresh food and water.
g. Simplify and redesign our and our family life based on self-reliance,
renewable resources, bartering, and bioregional cooperation.
h. Each city and town must invest in stocking up the essential supplies,
in a huge warehouse, for rationed-sale to the public in need.

The shadows that follow me
are vague and insignificant
cast from blinding, boring
classroom lights
instead of the sun
but the orb in the sky
means nothing
the shadows mean nothing
My body
belongs to someone else
I am no longer in control
Someone took

my control
away from me
4. How can we avoid future YZK-like situations?
making me a robot
a. We've become too dependent on super-technology. Let's simplify!
doing everything for them
b. Use local products and services, cooperative/bioregional approaches.
No longer for me
4';$¢;..
No longer for me
c. Foster cultural, technological, and bio diversity in all fields.
d. Have number of citizen watchdog groups to oversee technology use. 4f;i..:
--Cassie Lee, 16,
Work on the quiz with your family, neighbors, classmates.
~ ...;:
.-.-:::
Congers, New York
Send us your thoughts on the issues that Y2K raises by 10-01-99.
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uFor every 100 pounds of product we produce in the U.S., we create 32,000 lbs. of waste. In a
decade we transform 500 trillion lbs. of molecules into non-productive solids, liquids, and gases."
/J
-Paul Hawkin, chairman of T.N.S. U.S.A.

"-' et us use our imagination and positive thinking to envision a world where the plant, animal
and mineral kingdom live in greater harmony. The new millineum is upon us, offering many
challenges and opportunities to create a healthier and more liveable planet.
The Natural Step (TNS) founded by Dr. Robert of Sweden offers our
generation and future generations a compass for sustainability and regenSystem'
' .
eration for our planet earth. TNS offers a set of accepted scientific
Condition #1
'.
principles to educate, inspire, and activate business leaders,
Substances from
politicians and our local communities.
the earth's crust must
Dr. Robert is a researcher for childhood cancer. During
not systematically increase
his years of research he started to observe an increase in both
in the biosphere.
the number and the types of cancers. He began to realize
Fossil fuels (oil, coal, natural gas, etc.)
the obvious links between a healthy cell and a healthy
metals, and other minerals must not
ecosystem. To promote health, a cell needs proper nutribe extracted faster than their
tion and protection against intrusive chemical interferredeposit and reintegration
ences. A healthy ecosystem, which all living systems
in the earth's crust.
depend upon, must also be free of toxins, pollutants and
resource depletion in order to thrive. Dr. Robert shifted
his life's work to finalize TNS principles and promote
them throughout the world. Dr. Robert's story is of one
System
person's vision and determination to humbly dedicate
Condition # 4
his life to protect our ecosystem from the continual
There needs to be
destruction of modem civilization.
fair and efficient use of
The "cyclic principle" is the basic understanding
resources with respect of
within The Natural Step. Simply stated, whatever food,
meeting human needs.
energy or resource we consume, the by-products in the
Basic human needs around
form of waste must be restored and reused. The molecules of
the world must be met with
these by-products, both natural and human-made, make their
the most resource-efficient
way into air, water, landfills and the cells of all living organisms.
methods possible.
It is therefore necessary that business and the public sector work
together to eventually eliminate any of their dangerous compounds from
entering our ecosystems.
TNS workshops have been training politicians, business leaders and concerned individuals all around the world for several years. Leading multinational corporations
have begun adopting the TNS principles into their design and management; from the presidents,
to the workers on the floor. Corporate leaders are realizing that decreasing waste and increasing
energy efficiency saves money. Our society, in general, is beginning to realize that the earth has
limited resources. Therefore, it is to everybody's self interest to preserve and restore the necessary

V':':
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direction
resources for future generations. TNS creates a common
language which helps to communicate in a world that's so
interconnected. For example, IKEA, one of the world's largest
furniture manufacturers, presently offers a line of furniture
that aligns with TNS principles. It contains no metal or toxic
glues, with wood that is sustainably harvested. The
Swedish McDonalds uses organically grown
meat and potatoes, uses biodegradable
tray covers and chlorine-free paper
System
wrapers.
Condition # 2
Familiarize yourself with
Substances produced by
TNS. Use the four system
society must not systemacondi tions to evaluate
tically increase in nature.
your daily life decisions
Human-made substances must not
such as: Your family's
be produced faster than they are
consumer
habits;
broken down and reintegrated
organic foods; chemiinto the cycles of nature.
cals and cleaners (are
they biodegradable,
earth-friendly?) in
and around your
System
home or school.
Condition # 3
Write to the companies your family
The physical basis
for productivity and
does business with
diversity in nature must not be
and familiarize them
'systematically deteriorated.
with TNS! Also invite
your science teacher to
The productive surface of nature
explain and apply The
must not be diminished in quanNatural Step in your class.
tity and quality and we must
not harvest more from
To further educate yourself
on TNS, contact: The Natural
nature than can be
.: recreated and
Step, P. O. Box 29372, San
" renewed.
Francisco, CA 94129-0372. Or, visit
their website at www.naturalstep.org

J
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Is Your Lifestyle Y2K Compliant?
What should we look for in a tool or machine before we invest in it? What is Appropriate
Technology? What are renewable energy resources? Can you identify five countries on the globe that
strive to use solar and other renewable energy resources whenever possible? Which of the following
tried and true tools and technologies are Appropriate? Sustainable? Y2K compliant?

Here is the Internet
also known as Cyberspace
I will tell you about it
at a very fine pace

three-speed /
touring bicycle
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You can listen to music
that's been known quite long
Sometimes you can even sing
to your all-rime-favorite song
solar
box
cooker

You can find ajob
Buy a car
Talk to friends
who live near and far

' •• : :

You can read in Italian
French and Chinese
Just don't hog
the computer, please!

., •• : . , -

.. '

. . .'

o'&~:
~ 0:-0 .

. ~o:.:
... .

••

.

solar clothes dryer!

On-line chatting is also
something you can do
You can chat about
subjects old or subjects new
You can find out about
subjects like Zeus
Maya Angelou
or Dr. Seuss

energy-efficient,
wood-burning cookstove

Web pages are cool, they have
neat sound and animation
To make a good page, it takes
creativity and imagination
solar hot water heater
collector panels

Don't leave just yet!
I'm almost through
Here's one more fact
that might interest you
When asked about your URL
thet means your web address
Did not know that before?
Next time you need not guess

haybox steam-cooker

hand-powered
grain grinder
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I'll wrap it up now
with a final say
"Go check out the internet
and how good it is, TODAY!"

-Edna Zhou, 9, York, PA

Know Thy Buzzwords!

Preparing for the 21st Century!

• Go without using electric appliances
or electronic devices for one whole day
K
E
Y
K
A
D
U
R
L
M
S
I
C
(Saturday or Sunday) each month. Which
are harder to do without? During the sumT R E
I
K B G
A N D L L
I
mer months, try this for longer periods of
R F R E E R S U R F R a N
time. What alternatives did you find?
c 0 0 L A B 0 L G P A A I • The World Voices Conference will be
held in London on Sept. 11-12. Send your
I
L M R Z
W R M D U E M A
submissions for Tell the World by April
J H N A 0 D
I
P R
J M E 0
'99 to: World Voices-UK, 39 Great
E S
F A X 0 N 0 C F G P I
Guildford St., London SE1 OES UK;
or email: uk@worldvoices.org
E P N
I
I
W B Y T
T B M E
• Check out the Alternative Alphabet
V I
R U S T T E H 0 C A W
Poster for Little and Big People by
R P N G 0
C 0 0
I
G K N 0
Syracuse Cultural Workers (Box 6367,
R N N E T 0 M E R G E R D
Syracuse NY 13217). It offers artistic,
inspirational, and multicultural content!
The Word Search contains many buzzwords that
• Make a colorful poster of your own for
are used by modern society to define technology and
your family or school by featuring what is
trade, as well as, acronyms that describe equipment
important to you in your everyday or future
found in modern homes, schools and offices.
life. Give it as a gift to friends or relatives.
Find these words in this puzzle (going straight,
• Grow a Garden this Spring and Summer!
diagonal, backward or forward):
Window sills, small greenhouses, large
INFORMATION CD ROM SURF WORLD WIDE WEB
reused containers all offer alternative garDOWNSIZING
EMAIL VIRUS
BYTE BUG
. ~ den space. Compost food scraps in a bucket
LAPTOP
REMOTE
KEYBOARD ON
WIRED
l\v.. or worm bin to fertilize your organic garden.
GLOBAL HIDE
CRASH
URL PIE
MERGER
• Just Say No to Packaging! Buy foods in
FREE
TRADE MARKET TV
VCR
FAX
bulk and store them in refillable containers.
POWER
CHIP
MONITOR
PC NET
IDEA
Build your own playhouse and toys!
H

D

E

R

I

W

I

D

E

W

T

S

• Write a short history of the 20th Century using
the key words you have found. You might also use
words like biodiversity, snail mail, surfing, emerging
economies, corporate, embedded chips, AIDS, STD,
Fortune 500, Global 500, and Y2K.
• Predict what the future holds for us human
beings in the next 25 years. What kind of world are
we are heading toward? What do you hope to see?
Global harmony and peace, Woman President in
2001? A United Nations for the good ofpeople in
every region? AIDS wiped out? Local money, local
economics, barter systems? An ETvisit? Go Crazy!
• Make a resealable 'Time Capsule' to keep your
creative predictions- and check them in a year!
• Share a copy ofyour visions with us for the
year-end issue of Skipping Stones by Oct. 20, 1999.
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-Keith Feigenson, 15, Princeton, New Jersey
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My insistance on the correct usage of words
regarding my spirituality also stems from the fact
that, just as in other paths of God consciousness
like Christianity, Islam, etc, some of the basic
tenets of "Hindu" religion have been raped and
abused. Yet I am going to use the word Hindu
Anuradha began her speech with a prayer to
generically, for the purpose of clarity. We, as
her spiritual master:
Hindus worship the cow as one of our seven
I was born in the darkest o/ignorance, and my
mothers, strictly prohibit meat-eating, and honor
Guru, my spiritual master, opened my eyes with the
the sanctity of life as prescribed in the Bhagavad
torch of knowledge. I offer my respect unto him.
Gita. Yet many so-called Hindus choose not to be
vegetarians
and regularly eat meat. We worship the
My up-bringing was filled with deep spiritual
earth as Matru Bhumi, Mother
roots, and living in an apartheidEarth, a personality. Yet strewn
torn society ironically deepened
"...regardless
of
whatever
on the main streets of Delhi
this: Indians lived with Indians
are soda cans, plastic, and
mundane
activities
we
all
and schooled and shopped with
other material detrimental to
Indians. So, in terms of learning
have to deal with,
her well-being. The scriptures
and living our cultural roots, we
I
try
to
spiritualize
them;
prohibit intoxication and
observed all the Indian traditions,
I
try
to
put
God
in
gambling,
but you would be
went to Hindu cultural school
surprised how many liquor
every day after the normal school
the center, right where
stores and gambling areas exist.
curriculum, learnt the language,
He should be./I
learnt the epics, and, of course,
I guess, in a sense, this is the
the age-old art of ditching class!
very issue that was the driving
force behind my wanting to find the roots of spiriMany people ask me if my religion is
tuality. And then itegrate it into my life. Not just
Hinduism. Sometimes it is just easier to say that I
when I went to the temple, but everyday, every
am a Hindu to avoid confusion. But in reality there
moment. In the use of my time, my life, I realized
is no word in Sanskrit for Hindu or Hinduism. Our
I had to give priority to the supreme cause, God.
scriptures speak of Dharma which refers to the
principles that uphold the universe, and therefore,
I soon realized that in the "ledger" of my life,
apply to everyone regardless of religion and faith.
all time engaged in God consciousness is "profit,"
The ultimate principles are called sanatana or
while the time engaged in material activities is a
eternal, because they will exist forever, even if
"loss." If I wanted the greatest profit in my life,
we forget them. So, sanatana dharma means the
then I would have to utilize every moment in God
eternal principles. One of these is that we are not
Consciousness.
this body-this body is merely a shell or a coverSo, with
ing for the real vehicle which drives us, and that
that in mind,
is the eternal spirit or soul. And thus, we should
after I gradunot distinguish between black and white, American
ated with a
and Indian, brahmin and sudra.
Computer
In modern day India, in some temples, people
Science and
who are not Indian are not allowed into temples.
Economics
This is in direct contrast to the vedic principles.
degree, I set
But we are not this body! So, why do we make
off to India
distinctions based on the body?
in earnest
Anuradha and young Dauji Krishna dasi

Anuradha devi was born and raised in South Africa.
She spent most of what she considers her formative life in
India as aspiritual missionary. She met and married her
husband in India. She lives in Eugene, and is in both a
Waldorf Teacher Training and an Herbal Studies program.
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hope of finding a spiritual
master and learning more
about this thing called religion-to find an authorized
and scientific approach to
having a relationship with
God. Which is why I say I
received my formative
education in India.
Allow me to illustrate
with an example that was
shared with my spiritual
master by his spiritual
master and then to me"A teacher once brought
a large open-mouth jar into
a room full of students. He
filled the jar with rocks and
asked the students if it was
full. The students replied, "Yes, it is." He then
poured some pebbles into the jar, filling the spaces
between the rocks and asked again, is the jar full
now? By then the students, a little wiser, remained
silent. The teacher then poured sand between the
pebbles and asked the same question. Again the
students remained silent. The teacher then poured
water up to the top. Now the jar was full."
If we fill our lives with the most important
activities first, we will always be able to accommodate less important activities, if we choose to. But
if we fill our lives with all the pebbles and sand and
water first, we will have no time for the rocks in
the jar of life.
I try my best to hear His glories and serve His
devotees. I chant His glories by chanting a prayer
on a rosary which is made up of 108 beads. And I
try to do this 16 times round every day, preferably
in the morning. This chant is called the Hare
Krishna Maha Mantra -and this is how it goes:

Hare Krishna Hare Krishna
Krishna Krishna Hare Hare
Hare Rama Hare Rama
Rama Rama Hare Hare
This is essentially a plea to the Lord to engage
us unconditionally in His loving devotional service.

I also offer all that I prepare to Krishna first before
eating, to sanctify the food.
When I meet other people
on the street, regardless of
spiritual paths or lack thereof,
I try to see them as part and
parcel of the Lord-which
all living entities are -no
judgement, no distinction.
In other words, as I live in
this world, regardless of
whatever mundane activities
we all have to deal with, I try
to spiritualize them-I try to
put God in the center, right
where He should be.
God consciousness is
merely becoming conscious
of our connection with Krishna or God. And
religion is to know God and to love God. Due to
a lack of training, we do not know God, so what
to speak of loving God?
I pray that by the mercy of the Lord, I can
accept and welcome this as my training period. I
am by no means successful and this is apparent in
my many defects of character-pride, envy, greed,
etc. But the Lord is so merciful that He sees our
tiny effort. I believe that if we take one tiny step
toward the Lord, He runs 10 giant steps towards us.
In my quest to try to experience the Divine in
my life, I aspire to absorb the mood of a prayer as
spoken by Sri Krishna Caitanya:
"One should worship the Lord in a humble state
of mind, thinking oneself lower than the straw in
the street. One should be more tolerant than a tree,
devoid of all sense of false prestige and should be
ready to offer all respect to others. In such a state
of mind one can worship the Lord constantly."
Blessings on your day.
-Anuradha devi dasi, Eugene, Oregon
For Further Reading:
1. Bhagavad Gita As It Is by A.c. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupada.
2. Time for Krishna, an article by H.H. Giriraj Swami.
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What.s On Your Mind?
This is a forum for expressing views on critical matters in our lives. We know that you have
unique and fresh perspectives. We offer this page for your active participation.

All You Need Is ...

Meditating: Past, Present & Future

We live in a revolutionary era, a time when
our way of life is based on material values. We
feel puzzled, empty and lonely and we try to find
happiness and satisfaction in external things like
money, property, fame, food and drugs. These
things have brought our life closer to chaos:
violence, war, famine and pollution. Time and
money are spent on weapons of destruction, the
arms race, and the hunger for power. All this has
brought us loneliness and powerlessness, which
is clearly reflected in our society.
We are all more or less aware of this. The
world around us becomes more and more threatening and frightening. So frightening that we
question whether there is any use giving life,
bringing children into this world.
But there is hope, a change is possible. We
are composed of body and soul. For a long time,
we have tried to satisfy all the needs of our body.
Now it's time to provide for the needs of the soul;
to give time and place for our spiritual needs; to
let a spiritual power reign in our lives.
Accordingly, we can no longer accept war,
violence and starvation. A new world has to be
built, and this can be done if we open up to the
higher power within. If we permit this creative
energy to act within us; when we get in touch
with our conscience, then we'll understand that
the creative power of the universe is within us.
We all have the ability to hate and to love.
Love is the magical power that lives within us
as a part of our spiritual inheritance-the soul
of the universe. Let's develop it, and serve our
fellow creatures and all life on earth.
Let us join and work together to develop the
inherent goodness we all have. Let us form a
world-wide exchange of voices to build a new
world of love and understanding between people
of all countries; irrespective of race, religion,
political opinions or social position.
Together we will be strong!

You can control what you think about most of
the time? but it's hard to keep your mind from not
thinking. That's how I feel about meditating.
I have been doing meditation with my class for
quite a few weeks. Basically, meditating is to live
in the present. You don't concentrate on anything
except for what's going on at the moment. But
really, you are letting the sounds you hear around
you, the thoughts in your head, and everything else
go right through you, in one ear and out the other.
I think it's difficult because I can't keep my
mind from wandering for very long. Once I realize
I haven't been thinking about anything, I start
thinking about that, or I notice something: my
ear is itching, or the person sitting next to me is
breathing loudly. If I try to clear my mind, it
doesn't always work because I have to think about
clearing my mind (although, after I think about it,
my mind will clear!). It's like trying to fall asleep:
if you really want to sleep, don't think about it,
and you can doze right off.
I know it seems hard to live in the present
because the present becomes the past, the future
becomes the present, and a new future is made, all
in less than a minute! Everything is moving much
faster than your mind.
But, perhaps, your mind is moving too fast to
enjoy the present! So, meditating is very relaxing
because your mind stays in one place. You can
leave your problems and the world behind and live
in the present.
"Yesterday was history, tomorrow is a mystery,
today is a gift, that's why we call it the present."
-Macy Radloff, 12, Cambridge, Massachusetts

-Staffan Kristensson, Hammerdal, Sweden
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What's on your mind? Let us know. Send artwork and / or writing (under 250 words) to:
Skipping Stones P. O. Box 3939
Eugene, Oregon 97403 USA
e-mail: skipping@efn.org

·

~

To and from school, I daily pass a pond covered with algae and debris, a nauseating picture
of pollution. Why do they allow such a sick-looking body of water right by the freeway? -Kim
Dear Kim: One word gives me trouble in your question, the word they. Who are they?
The city of Eugene, Oregon, decided that water pollution can only be stopped when we catch on
that the they you refer to consists of you, me, and every citizen. Wisely, the city hired an environmental
educator. Single-handedly, she organized, trained, supported, and supervised volunteers who have
donated over 3,000 hours yearly to improve Eugene's waterways.
To imagine Eugene's water problem, visualize a city with many hills and a great deal of rainfall.
The city has creatively built a stormwater drain system to take the water running down the hills into
canals, which transporrthis untreated water to the area's large recreational lake and resevoir.
Before long, it became clear that the water cascading downhill did
not reach the streams clean and pure. The water flowing into the storm
drains had picked up all manner of pollution en route: motor oil leaked
or spilled accidently; animal waste shoved or washed into storm drains
allowed dangerous bacteria to flourish in water. When the desire to
grow wormless fruit,
beautiful flowers and impeccable l a w n s @ i i 1 1 0
persuades people to use pesticides and fertilizers, the
chemicals contained therein kill wildlife, contaminate
water, and cause life-destroying algae to grow on the
water's surface.

Eugene Stream Team volunteer projects are
designed to decrease such stream pollution. They consist
of: monitoring the city streams and ponds to alert city
staff of harmful discharges; cleaning up litter and debris;
stenciling signs by all the city's storm drains; removing
non-native plant species which can smother native plants
or destroy the wildlife habitat.
History can teach us a lesson to be wise in choosing
water purity mindfully, instead of drifting into water
pollution mindlessly. Do you know that one of the causes
of the Roman Empire's downfall was that they invented
an incredibly well-designed system to pipe water
throughout Rome. Unfortunately, the pipes were made
oflead, which is very harmful to human beings!

Volunteers help restore a creekbed.

Currently, we know the danger of lead pipes
and avoid their use. The challenge in our era is to prevent disease, deformity, cancer, and even
extinction caused by pollution-be it of air, earth, or water.
Send your questions or coments to:
Dear Hanna c/o Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403

In Peace,

~V\~
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A Photo Essay by
Herb Everett, Eugene, Oregon

Children are honored and well provided for in
Cuba. Education is free through the university level,
and almost everyone can read and write. Despite the
social, economic and political problems which have
affected the island nation of Cuba in recent years,
services for children have generally been maintained.
Facing a decline of 30% in the national economy,
Cuba did not resort to closing any schools! School
children wear uniforms, which doesn't seem to dampen their enthusiasm. Child care is widely available
at low-cost, sliding-scale fees. It seems to me that
children are among the happiest people on the island.
Bicycling is a common way to get around in Cuba.
Two-somes and even three-somes are often seen.
Cuba: Area: 42,804 sq. miles; Population: 11 million
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r----------------,
The Abel Santamaria School for the Blind is a regional
I
special school that serves 242 children who are blind or
I
visually impaired. A large staff of 67 teachers uses a variety I
of traditional and innovative teaching techniques to instruct
and prepare students for productive lives. The computer /
digital voice synthesizer system was developed and programmed by the staff. Wide-scale use of that system is
lacking as they are unable to buy hardware from the U.S.,
a direct result of the U.S. econoinic embargo against Cuba.
On a sign hanging in the Abel
At the Abel School, performing arts are taught to students
Santamaria
School, is a phrase from
as a means of developing skills and personal confidence.
Jose Marti (1853-1895), a Cuban
There is also a rural boarding school, about 20 miles
freedom fighter and national hero.
from the capital city of Havana, that works in a different
way. In addition to attending classes and studying, students
"Each person ought to cultivate
at this high school maintain and harvest a citrus orchard on
their intelligence for their own
the grounds. Proceeds help finance the school and provide
self-respect, and that ofthe world."
work-learning experience for the students.
L
~
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N.E. ~S. & Taking Action
Ready! Set! Mark Your Spring Calendar!
20 March:
11-17 April:
22 April:
22 April
22-28 April:

Spring Equinox
National Week of the Ocean
Earth Day!
Take Our Daughters to Work Day
Fifth Annual TV-Turnoff Week

The Future is Me! On Thursday, 22 April 1999,
millions of girls, ages 9 to 15, will team up with
parents, relatives, neighbors, or friends to get a
first-hand look at what their futures might hold as
a part of the Take Our Daughters To Work Day.
Once again, the Ms. Foundation will sponsor this
seventh annual event to help prepare our young
girls for their life ahead, to keep them strong and
healthy. FMI: call (212) 742-2300 X402; or
e-mail: info@msJoundation.org
Earth Day was first celebrated in 1970. Earth
Day Network, an international organization has
plans to make the Earth Day 2000 have a lasting,
positive impact on our world. Earth Day 2000
theme is "New Energy for a New Era." Future
Earth Days will also shine global spotlights on
the many pressing ecological issues of our times:
• War and Weapons of Mass Destruction
• Wild Places and Endangered Species
• Human Health and the Environment
• Population and Consumption
• Livable Communities
• Sustainable Agriculture
To get involved, contact EDN at (206) 264-0114.

SURGOEN GENERErS WARNIG:
Telivison Promots lIiteracy
Annual TV·Thrnoff Week is scheduled for the
week of 22-28 in April. Last year, 38 governors
and 46 national organizations had endorsed the
TV-free week. More than 5 million people in the
U.S. had turned off their TVs for the week and
turned to other activities to keep them happy,
healthy and human. TV-free weeks were observed
in at least 5 other countries: Argentina, Australia,
Canada, Great Britain, and New Zealand!
FMI: 202-887-0436; or, tvfa@essentia1.org
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Did you know that Oakland children decide
how to spend 2.5% (that's $5 million!) of the
annual budget of the city of Oakland, California?
This money for the benefit of children and youth
was designated by a super majority in a citizen
sponsored inititative. Teens from various wards
of the city get together and decide which
programs to fund and at what level.
Wildlife officials have begun releasing several
lynx (the thick, brown-gray coat wildcats) in the
southern Colorado Rockies, as a part of their plan
to reintroduce endangered and threatened animals in the West. Wolves have also been released
in Yellowstone Park and in Arizona. The lynx
were brought in from the wilds of British
Columbia, some 1700 miles away. Lynx once
roamed freely across the West until trapping and
development reduced their numbers dramatically.
Once again, the 9th Annual Multicultural
Storytelling Festival will take place in Eugene,
Oregon. For four days, April 14-17, three wellknown storytellers will go to 29 schools in the
Willamette Valley to perform and conduct workshops with students. Bob Rubinstein, the festival
organizer and storyteller, will join the guest storytellers: Clara Yen (Chinese American), Barbara
Alipr~mtis (Greek American) and Robert Owens
(Native American) for the gala evening performance at the South Eugene High School Theatre.
Millennium Mass. A Million bicyclists, young
and old, are expected to converge at the Nation's
Capitol on Aug 20, 2000. Why? To make a case
for better transportation planning and funding.
One specific goal is to build support for the
National Bicycle Greenway which will link abandoned highways, rail lines, and utility / aquaduct
right-of-ways, to form a bike-friendly, coast-tocoast, paved path. Hundreds of bicyclists from
the West Coast are expected to leave each week
in June to hook up with othe{f;p
~~fi!:~~~'"
bicyclists in cities along the ~
l'/ ""
way. FMI: P. O. Box 3346,
'(
"jF=-:=:I~
Santa Cruz, CA 95063;
{
e-mail: cycleam@bikeroute.com

more N.E. WS. from the North, East, West and South
The People's Republic of China is celebrating
50 years ofIndependence. While some 400 cities
in China suffer from water shortages and drought
claims tens of billions in damaged crops, the '98
EI Nino floods, that claimed 3,000 lives and 5
million homes in China, were much more fierce,
according to the government, because of largescale logging of Chinese forests and wetlands. In
response, the government has changed its development policy and banned logging in Chuarnxi,
one of the largest natur~l forests in the country.
By the year 2030, China's population could reach
1.6 billion, with an increased demand for fresh
water, power, and all natural resources for residential, industry and agricultural use. 1999-the
Year ofRabbit on the Chinese Calendar-is
hoped to bring peace and prosperity to China.
Did you know that at least 4 million tons of trash
is thrown into the Tokyo Bay each year? What's
more, the use of plastic bottles (4 billion bottles
in 1998) in Japan is increasing drastically!
The grounded 650-ft ship, New Carissa in the
Pacific Ocean near Coos Bay, Oregon, has spilled
75,000 gallons of fuel oil, contaminating beaches,
and marine habitat of birds and fisheries.
According to the Union of Concerned
Scientists, the U.S. can meet nearly all of the
mandates agreed to in Kyoto, Japan, for greenhouse gas emission reductions without any net
costs or negative impact. In fact, in the process,
the country can easily increase its use of renewable resources and alternate technologies.
Students of Crossroads and New Roads Schools
took it upon themselves to tell the Los Angeles
Zoo Commission how disturbing zoo life is for
many animals, like the elephants. Students suggested that the commission send the animals to an
animal sanctuary where they could live a natural
life, rather than being couped up in small quarters. They asked, "why not have a computer-simulated, virtual-reality elephant display instead?"

Skipping Stones 10th Anniversary Celebration
on 30 January was packed full! Poets, musicians,
and dancers of all ages and cultures donated their
amazing talents to the totally money-free event.

If the commercial radio and TV stations are out

of service due to power outages or Y2K glitches,
tune to the many local low-power (solar and battery powered) radio stations. Many such 'ham'
radio stations are on the nation's air-waves.
Nebraska Governor Nelson has issued
an executive order requiring all state
agencies to use solar / renewable ~~~~
technologies and conservation for
new construction and renovation tasks.
The Solar City of Pichling, Austria,
will be ready in 2001. It will feature 1500
passive solar homes with natural lighting, .~.
solar hot water heaters, biogas generators ~-=
and bicycle/pedestrian friendly streets, . ~~~
. •~
with train-link to the urban center.

::=

According to the 1998 UN Human Development
Report, an average child in the US, Britain and
France, consumes more resources and creates
more pollution in his/her lifetime than fifty
children born in the developing countries.
The Seventh Generation (1 Mill St, #A26,
Burlington, VT 05401) Guide to a Toxic-Free
Home is free for asking. It provides useful
information on slow chemical poisoning that can
creep into our body to affect long-term health.
The coalition government of German Greens and
Social Democrats in Germany has made public
its intentions to gradually decommision all
nuclear power plants. Sweden plans to shutdown its nuclear power plants if the Y2K related
safety concerns still remain unsolved by July '99.
As the world observes the 50th Anniversary of
the UN Declaration of Human Rights, 3 U.S.
cities-San Fransisco, Oakland and Berkeleyhave declared themselves a "Human Rights City"
and pledged to oppose any laws or activities that
run counter to the UNDHR.
Earth Island Journal (subscriptions $25; $15 for
students & low-income, from 300 Broadway, #28,
SF, CA 94133) is once again the winner ofUtne
Reader's Alternative Press Award for Best
Scientific and Environmental Reporting. Our
gratitude to E.I.J. for many of these news reports.
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Q: Has television helped or hurt civilization?
A: In the long run, it has hurt civilization. There
are a few educational programs that send good
messages, but overall my opinion is that 80%
of television is sending the wrong message.
The majority of the images that are portrayed are
indirect, but they are enough to shape our culture.
Some of these images are that women should be
skinny and wear cosmetics; men should drink
beer and watch football; girls should play with
Barbie dolls, and boys should play with toy guns.
Commercials account for almost half of the
negative messages on TV. The other includes
horror shows and violence that leaves children
with nightmares for weeks, and sex scenes that
children of a young age need not be exposed to.
I think that it is awful.
-Claire Stoscheck, 13. To request a copy of Claire's
zine Morning Mists, send $1 plus a stamp to: Claire
Stoscheck, 67 Albee Hill Rd, Van Etten, NY 14889.

Q: Is it justifiable to inject a lab rat with the

We have discovered a free, thought-provoking, quarterly zine, Readers Speak Out! by Ron Richardson.
We excerpt the following from recent issues ofRSO!
FMI, contact: 4003 -50th Ave Sl-v, Seattle, WA 98116.

Q: Should the U.S. direct military strikes against
terrorists?

A: Definitely °not. Directing military strikes
against so-called terrorists rarely kills the terrorist
leaders, but rather murders innocent civilians.
This eye-for-an-eye behavior is unacceptable.
President Clinton's strikes (in 1998) against
Sudan and Afghanistan destroyed a medical
factory which produced vital medications for the
Sudanese, as well as took tens of lives, but the
strikes did not touch the suspected terrorists, all
without definite proof. If the U.S. wants war, let it
send the boys (soldiers) over there. But it is unfair
to shoot your neighbor's windows from your own
house even if you suspect that he was the one who
left the bag of dog doo on your porch.
-Mariya Lysenkova, 14. To request a sample copy of
Mariya's zine Wild Guess, send $1.50 to her at 2907
Brighton 8th Street, Apt. D7, Brooklyn, NY 11235.

AIDS virus to test a possible vaccine?

Q: If you knew your child was going to be born

A: No. A lab rat's life is as valuable as a person's.
We can test on humans if we can test on other
animals. Many AIDS patients do not support
animal testing because they believe that no other
creature needs to feel the same suffering they do.

with a terminal disease or a serious genetic
defect, would you terminate its life?

-Nicki Atkinson, 20, Oberlin, Ohio

Q: Are zoos ethical?
A: While I won't argue the fact that zoos keep
animals as prisoners, I think zoos have many
positive points and purposes. The most cuttingedge animal research is being done at the top
zoos. Without the knowledge being gained, many
species of animals would have died out long ago
because of poaching or loss of habitat. Many
zoos have successful programs that are breeding
endangered or threatened animals, and releasing
them into the wild. Zoos have much improved
from the tiger pacing back and forth in a cage
5' x7' that some people picture.
-Amy Tavormina, 19, Whitehouse, Ohio
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A: Drawing from my own family's experience,
I would say, "No". My 5-year-old sister was born
with spina bifida, a birth defect that caused her
spinal cord not to fully form and that has left her
paralyzed from the waist down. She was lucky;
some of the circumstances concerning her birth
could have been fatal. Although great prenatal
care and numerous ultrasounds were taken, the
problem was not discovered before her birth.
Even if it had been, my mom would not have
terminated the pregnancy. My family believes
that everything happens for a reason and that
children with disabilities can teach us many
things-I know my sister has. Jayne is an
extremely smart, happy child who has taught
my family to be more loving, and less selfish.
-Megan Mattingly, 15. For a copy of her teen zine
send $1 with a SASE to: Literally! clo M. Mattingly,
P. O. Box 6095, Pine Mountain Club, CA 93222

A Natural Education: Native American Ideas
and Thoughts gathered by Stan Padilla. The Book
Publishing Co, Box 180, Summertown, TN 38483.
In the midst of a globalized century, the sacred
traditions of many Native cultures give us guidance to lead a fulfilling life. A soft & quiet book.
The Kids Guide to the Millennium by Ann
Love and Jane Drake (Kids Can Press, Toronto &
Buffalo, NY). Many fun activity ideas to welcome
the new century, along with historical events to
read along the way. Ages 8 to 12.
Grow It Again by Elizabeth Macleod (Kids Can
Press). Create an indoor garden from last night's
dinner, make desserts, decorate flower pots, and
press flowers. Fun drawings. Ages 7 to 12.
Alexander Graham Bell by Elizabeth MacLeod.
(Kids Can Press). Biography of a great inventor;
contains many photos and drawings. Ages 8-12.
Earthwise at home by Linda Lowery and
Marybeth Lorbiecki (Carolrhoda Books, MN)
An action-packed approach to learning about and
caring for the environment. Part of a series of
books that promote an ecological sense in kids.
Garden by Robert Maass (Henry Holt, NY). A
beautiful photo essay to get young minds hooked
on the garden, and rich soil that nourishes plants
and people of all kinds. For ages 5 and up.
The Wind at Work: An Activity Guide to
Windmills by Gretchen Woelfle (Chicago Review
Press, IL). Learn how windpower works, what
windmills have contributed to the past, and why
they offer environmental promise today as a
source of clean energy. Ages 8 & up.
Community Success Stories: From British
Columbia and Around the World by June Dragman and Michael Szasz (CoDevelopment Canada
BC.). Over 20 inspiring stories of people working
together to improve their community. Ages 9-16.
Story Painter: The life ofJacob Lawrence by
John Duggleby (Chronicle Books, CA). This is an
extraordinary story of a great African American
artist of this century. Contains 25 full-color reproductions of Mr. Lawrence's work! Ages 8 to 14.

Oliver: A Story About Adoption by Lois
Wickstrom, Illustr. Priscilla Marden (Our Child
Press, POBox 74, Wayne, PA 19087-0074). This
is a story of adopted Oliver, a lizard-like creature.
Oliver wonders who his "real parents" are, and
how his life would have been different if he had
lived with them. Ages 5 and up. (5 other books
about adoption are also available from O.c.P.)
How TV Changed America's Mind by Edward
Wakin. (Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, NY). A mainstream look at the American society that sees the
world only through the "tube." As the author
studies the impact of TV on major events, we also
get a glimpse of the past 50 years of American
history. Ages 11 and up.
Grandfather's Work: A Traditional Healer in
Nigeria by Ifeoma Onyefulu (Millbrook, CT). An
intriguing child's-eye view of a traditional healer
(author's grandfather) and the life in a Nigerian
town. With full-color photographs. Ages 7 to 11.
Sueilan, Lloran, Cantan: They Dream, They
Cry, They Sing Translations by Perry Higman
(Eastern Washington Univ. Press, WA). A significant bilingual collection of many wonderful
poems from Spain & Spanish America. All ages.
Honoring Our Ancestors edited by Harriet
Rohmer (Children's Book Press, CA). An artistic
book that brings together 14 outstanding artists
from diverse communities. They honor their
ancestors who most touched their lives through
paintings and prose. Ages 7 and up.
Protect this Girl: Words ofInspiration from Girl
to Girl by Zoe Stem (Tricycle Press, CA). An
artistic collection of 32 ready-to-send words of
advice to girls of all ages! Each thought stands
on its own; gives us inner strength to navigate
through the many storms we might encounter.
Women Who Led Nations by Joan Axelrod
Contrada (Oliver Press, Mpls, MN). Who says a
woman's only place is in the House- or Senate?
Read profiles of many women leaders: Corazon
Aquino (Philippines), Gro Harlem Brundtland
(Norway), Margaret Thatcher (UK)... Ages 11+.
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To be listed on the Pen Pal Page, we request US $5. You also get a copy ofthe issue.
Low-income and subscribers get one free listing. Priority is given to ages 7-17.

Sweden

Jennie Lundstrom, girl, 15
Stensundsv.2lM
61930 Trosa Sweden
Int: music, friendship

Ana Perie, girl, 15
23222 Zemunik Donji
Zadar Croatia
Int: language, travel, fun

Johnny Matikainen, boy, 16
Tomfalkg. 133
703 4a Orebro Sweden
Int: soccer, iCe hockey, reading

Andela Vujanic, girl, 15
Gustav Krklec II
44 000 Sisak Croatia
Int: chemistry, journalism, paint

Amelie Gustafsson, girl, 16
Vegavagen 23
46159 Trollhattan Sweden
Int: badminton, read, music

Martina Malta, girl, 15
JJ. Strossmayera lA
23 000 Zadar Croatia
Int: travel, new friends, future

Erika Lovgren, girl, II
SOdragavlev.21
S- 81040 Hedesunda Sweden
Int: draw, letters, ice hockey

Helen Stenemalm, girl, 17
Hjalmgatan 8
26070 Ljungbyhed Sweden
Int: social events, letters, travel

Iva Skunca, girl, 15
Ladvic 7
51260 Crikvenica Croatia
Int: read, travel, music

Charlotte Peterson, girl, 13
Asebackevagen 12
42736 Billdal Sweden
Int: golf, friends, music

Moniea KjelIin, girl, 17
Jelena Barabaric, girl, 15
Hasselgatan 61 5tr
Zuti Brijeg 75
19437 Upplands Vasby Sweden 10 040 Zagreb Croatia
Int: wants friends in Florida!
Int: fun, tennis, cinema

~.~,

Write to the Magnusson boys:
Alphyddan 2, Gronkullen
51700 Bollebygd Sweden
Kristina Savciuk, girl, 12
Michael, 9 (soccer, horses,
Laukininku 6-32
scouting) Anders, II (drawing,
Klaipeda- 14 Lithuania 5814
narture, cats) Christian, 13
Int: read, dinosaurs, write letters Uokes, games, horseracing)
Jeva Juodzeviciute, girl, 13
Mia Svensson, girl, 11
tailkos St 4
PL 1428
Garliava 4316 Lithuania
76296 RAnas, Sweden
Int: travel, read books, letters
Int: horses, lives in the country

Lithuania

Dovile Kirvelaityte, girl, 13
Gedimino 32-6, Garliava 4316
Kauno Raj. Lithuania
Int: dance, travel, write
Natasha Prilepsaja, girl, 16
Partizanu 11-60
Visaginas 4761 Lithuania
Int: music, letters, new friends
Natasha Prilepskaja, girl, 16
Partizanu 11-60
Visaginas 4761 Lithuania
Int: friends, laughing, fun

Finland
Emma Lidstrom, girl, 13
Samjeg 7, 94335 Ojebyn, Sweden Hannamari PorhO, girl, 16
Int: horses, animals, music
Veitsiluodont. 18
94830
Kemi Finland
Skaiste Kazarauskaite, girl, 17 Tina Larsson, girl, 13
Int: metal music, write letters
Konstgjutarv.46
Luzu 7-36
S- 12144 Johanneshov Sweden
5814 Klaipeda Lithuania
Int: theatre, acting, guitar, books Int: music, penpals
Yugoslavia

Louise Wiekmark, girl, 13
Violgatan 12
26734 Bjuv Sweden
Int: basketball, baseball, movies

Danijela Todie, girl, 14
Marka Kraljevica 16
78 000 Banja Luka, Rep. Srpska
Susanne Milton, girl, 14
Yugoslavia Int: read, dance
Lundgatan 45
Ana Petrie, girl, 17
S- 566 33 Habo Sweden
M. Jugovica 15
Int: sports, letters, animals
78 250 Laktasi, Rep. srpska
Yugoslavia Int: punk, language Frida Stenback, girl, 14
Lekattvagen 14.
Macedonia
783 31 Sater Sweden
Monikka Petrusevska, girl, 15 Int: soccer, sing, theatre
Vidoe Smilevski Bato, 25-4/8
Jenni Edh, girl, 14
91000 Skopje Macedonia
Bjorkhagsv. 14
Int: music, read, tennis
82023 Bergvik Sweden
Int: all between heaven and earth

Slovenia

Croatia
Gorana Grgic, girl, 11
Ulica Grada Vukovana 222
10 000 Zagreb Croatia
Int: sports, music, art, fun

Danijela Tisak, girl ,15
Utjesindviceva 2
10 000 Zagreb Croatia
Int: letters, art, humor
Ida Marinkovic, girl, 15
Vrtace 93
51 216 Viskovo Croatia
Int: dancing, sports, long letters
Valenja Suskovic, girl, 15
Cikoseva 12d
10 000 Zagreb Croatia
Int: happy people, sea, travel
Sanja Njezic, girl, 15
Matice Hrvatske l.B.
43000 Bjelovar Croatia
Int: economics, music

Morena Benic, girl, 15
Marija Melanie Kekez, girl, 13
Paula Radica 52
Predraga Heruca 9
51 260 Crikvenica Croatia
10 000 Zagreb Croatia
lnt: read, music, letters, travel
Int: collect stamps, posters, music
Adrianne Lumezi, girl, 16
Carla Mestrovic, girl, 13
Vjekoslava
Karasa 11
T. Ujevic 13
23
000
Zadar
Croaita
31 000 Osijek Croatia
Int: collect postcards, music
Int: animals, music, friends

Nives Grlj, girl, 14
Smrje 31, 6255 Prem
Hirska Bistrica Slovenia
Int: art, friends, letters

Maria Qvarnstrom, girl, 15
Alvkullevagen 9
68233 Filipstad Sweden
Int: music, cooking and travel

Martina Ceko, girl, 13
Rackog 80
51 000 Rijeka Croatia
Int: photos, letters, English

Ines Milkovic, girl, 16
J. B. Jelacica 44 A
31 220 Visnjevac Croatia
Int: music, sports, reading

Tamara Flegerie, girl, 15
Babinci 60
9240 Ljutomer Slovenia
Int: read books, penpals, music

Nana Fujita, girl, 15
Brunnsv. Iia
31260 Mellbystrand Sweden
Int: horse riding, letters

Branka Brajkovic, girl, 14
Bana Ivana Mazuranica 34
22 000 Sibenik Croatia
Int: sea, travel ,music

Barbara Gruber, girl, 16
Sjenjak 5
31 000 Osijek Croatia
Int: swim, read, new friends

Martina Repie, girl, 16
Cankarjeva 50
5000 nova Gorica Slovenia
Int: music, friends, volleyball

Gunilla Johnsson, girl, 15
Lillhallomsvagen. 3
85752 Sundsvall Sweden
Int: music, draw, swim, writing

Zrinka Raguz, girl, 14
F. Supila 21
20 000 Dubrovnik Croatia
Int: nature, English, Spanish, Ita!.

Mirela Spiranovic, girl, 17
Zagrebacka 63
31 220 Osijek Croatia
Int: music, nature photos, paint
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Russia
Learn about different countries,
their people, customs, and traditions! Children 11-17, write to:
Pen Pal Club
Regional Children's Library
Burkov str. 30
Murmansk 183025 Russia
email: dipo@online.ru

Teodory, Marina, girl, 16
Komintem street, H.15, ap.lO
183038 Murmansk Russia
Int: literature, photography, music

Belarus
Kristina Petrukhnenko, girl'
Kulman 28-111
220 100 Minsk Belarus
Int: cultures, music, English
Nastya Koshmar, girl, 15
Int: sports, computer, dance
Olya Koshmar, girl, 17 (sisters)
Int: music, sports, travel
4-77 Mendeleev St.
220 037 Minsk Belarus
Svetlana KuriIovich, girl, 16
Lobanka Str. 54-263
220 136 Minsk Belarus
Int: language, music, cinema
Svetlana Bozhko, girl, 16
Odintsova St. 36-424
220 136 Minsk Belarus
Int: draw, disco, letters, fun
Natasha Semenenya, girl, 17
Logoyski trakt street 1-171
220 113 Minsk Belarus
Int: basketball, swimming, music

Kenya
Students in all grades request
world penpals. Write to:
Sebe Child Edu. Sponsorship
Penpalsf Private Bag
Buhuyi- Butula- Busia, Kenya

South Africa
Keeme Mhlauli, girl, 17
PO Box 1227, Francistown
Botswana South Africa
Int: reading novels, travel, letters

Zimbabwe
Audience Chamba Cigar, boy, 16
Chamba Sculpt. Gdn., PO Box 388
Guruve, Zimbabwe, Africa
Int: cricket, stamps, world cultures

Ghana
Andrews Kyeremeh, boy, 12
AI. Alaskorm, PO Box 97
Sunyani BfA, Ghana WfA
Int: soccer!
Yara Mohammed, boy, 14
PO Box 93
Berekum BfA, Ghana WfA
Int: world-wide penpals, friends
Blessed Yeboah, boy, 15
PO Box 97
Sunyani, BfA, Ghana, WfA
Int: soccer, music, poems
Kyere George, boy, 16
Rapid JSS, PO Box 97
Sunyani, BfA, Ghana, WfA
Int: having many penpals!

U.S.A.
Alison Drake, girl, 17
2597 Berwyn Rd.
Cloumbus, OH 43221-3206
Int: movies, travel, German
Write to 8 homeschooling sisters:
Christina (2), Natalie (4),
Michaela (6), Kelsie (8), Colleen
(10), Erin (12), Heather(14),
Amanda (16)
Int: drama, music, crafts, birds
The Grimes Family
197 High St.
Jefferson, MA 01522

Bismark BaITo, boy, 16
Good News Baptist JSS
POB 1609, Sunyani, Ghana WfA
Int: sharing letters, good times
Eric Amoh Parku, boy, 16
PO Box 104
Sunyani BfA, Ghana WfA
Int: music, swimming, soccer
Charles Lele, boy, 16
PO Box 32, Odumase
Sunyani BfA, Ghana WfA
Int: swimming, soccer, friends
Abdul Yussif, boy, 17
PO Box TM488
Techiman BfA, Ghana WfA
Int: read, soccer, music, friends

Animals in Danger
There are hundreds of species of animals
throughout the world, fast disappearing
because of human interference with their
natural habitat. The lynx, bison, condor, sea
otter, alligator-to name a few!
Fifteen thousand skins of "big cats" are
traded every year, and all 36 major species are
endangered. The tiger, cheetah, snow leopard,
and jaguar are all facing extinction. Trade in
these species is illegal, but not for the smaller
species such as lynx or bobcat. The skins are
used to make jackets which sell at outrageous
prices! A lynx coat, for example, can cost
£10,000. The main exporter of cat skins is
South America, and are imported by Europe,
U.S., and Japan.
Monkeys, rhinos, elephants, whales,
kangaroos, and crocodiles are annually killed
in great numbers. Some are used in medical
research, others for meat or adornment.
Progressive governments ban killing
of endangered species and establish nature
reserves or national parks for their protection.
95 countries have signed the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species
of wild flora and fauna (CITES), which aims to
forbid or regulate trade in endangered species.
The anti-fur movement has become a part
of some nature lovers' lives in Western countries. Protestors lecture individuals caught
with fur on their backs, hold "funerals"
for fur coats in department stores, or make
repulsive ads. Their motto is: "Let's make
wearing a fur coat a miserable experience."
-Julia Rabotina, 16, Visaginas, Lithuania
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La Mano del Desierto

Euro-English for a Unified Europe

Esta escultura de cemento, llamada La Mano
del Desierto, se encuentra en uno de los lugares
mas aridos del Desierto de Atacama, en el norte
de Chile, a unas poeas millas al sur de
Antofagasta.
Pareciera salir del mismo desierto saludando
a los viajeros que llevan horas viajando en el
mismo paisaje mon6tono.

1 April 1999, EEUU: European Union (EU)
Commissioners have announced that an agreement
has finally been reached to adopt English as the
preferred language for European communications,
rather than German, the other possibility. As part
of the final negotiations, however, Her Majesty's
Government conceded that English spelling had
some room for improvement and has accepted a
five-year phased plan for what will be known as
"Euro-English."

This cement sculpture, called The Hand in
the Desert is found in one of the driest sections
of the Desert ofAtacama, in the north of Chile,
a few miles south ofAntofagasta.
Coming out of the bare desert, it seems to
greet the traveler who has been riding for
hours through the same monotonous scenery.

• Turning Points in My Life: I remember when...
• The 1999 Skipping Stones Book Awards (11#3)
• Solving Conflicts and Problems Creatively
• Youth Honor Awards: Send your multicultural /
nature entries (under 750 words) by 20 June, to:

In the first year, "s" will be used instead of the
soft "c." Sertainly, sivil servants will resieve this
news with joy. Also, the hard "c" will be replaced
with "k." No only will this klear up konfusion, but
typewriters kan have one less key. There will be
growing publik enthusiasm in the sekond year,
when the troublesome "ph" will be replaced
by "f." This will make words like fotograf
20 per sent shorter.
In the third year, publik akseptanse of
the new spelling kan be expekted to reach the stage
where more komplikated changes are possible.
Government will enkorage the removal of double
letters, which have always ben a deterent to akurate
speling. Also, al wil agre the horible mes of silent
"e"s in the languaj is disgrasful, and they would go.
By the forth yer, peopl wil be reseptiv to aditional
steps such as replasing "th" by "z" and "w" by v.
During ze fifz yer, ze unesesary "0" kan be
dropd from vords kontaining "ou," and similar
changes vud of kors be aplid to ozer kombinations
of leters. After zis fifz yer, ve viI hav a reli sensibl
riten styl. Zer viI be no mor trubls or difikultis and
evrivun viI find it ezi tu understand ech ozer. Ze
drem viI finali kom tru.
This whole proposal may sound preposterous
to you, and of course, it is-all an April Fool's joke
played upon you, our loyal readers. There is no
such proposal to reform speling- er, spelling-<>f
English. So, to the comically-challenged, we say,
"Liten up and laf along vit us." Auf Wiedersehen.

Editor, Skipping Stones

-Adapted from Hinduism Today and Whole Earth Review

P.O. BOX 3939, Eugene, OR 97403 USA
e-mail: skipping@efn.org

PS: European countries like England, France and Germany,
as well as many other cultures, celebrate April Fool's Day!

-Colleen Purcell lives in Maipu, Santiago. Born
in the U.S., she moved to Chile at the age of3.

Coming Attractions!
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A Guide for
Y2K is not just a glitch or a computer bug or
virus, as it is described many a time. The Year 2000
computer problem offers us an amazing opportunity
to rediscover our purpose in life; to learn what really
brings happiness in our personal, social and spiritual
life. It also can offer an opportunity for communion
with our family, friends, neighbors, and other
"strangers" (as we think of them) that live in our
community; to share our deepest thoughts and fears,
experiences and truths, on a more personal level.
Rather than spreading rumors of an impending
disaster, or gossiping, orarguing with others about
whether a given service or product will fail as the
clock strikes midnight, and thereby succombing to
our worst fears and negative emotions, let us nurture
each other and ourselves to bring out our creativity,
ingenuity and trust in the community. True, we don't
know the exact extent of the disruptions, but we do
know well in advance of the possible problems. What
we will need to do is be able to respond by preparing.
Involve your children or students in the process
of understanding the interconnectedness of life. Learn
together the myriad of links that exist (and continue
to expand everyday) between the ecological, economical, social, political and international systems as well
as to our personal/family life. Take the quiz on p.17.
Where does our food come from? Where does the
community get its water? What about our energy?
Where do our waste products go once they leave our
homes? Learn about each of the various paths used
by the systems that deliver essential products and
services that we depend so much on for survival,
and for convenience? How are they affected by
computer failure? By power outages? By disruptions
in telephone services?

Community Preparedness
The best insurance for Y2K, in one word, is
Community. It is not at all appropriate to think of
Y2K on just a personal or family level. The best
preparation must involve the community as a whole;
and that includes our various institutions. While time
is crucial, it is still worth our while to get together
with people who live in the neighborhood, and prepare as a community. According to Tom Atlee, who
has written at length on the Y2K topic, community
that practices social responsibility, local economics,
and is self-reliant will be well-prepared for Y2K.
And, this also brings us closer to sustainability.

Bioregionalism, buying locally-produced organic
food, subscribing to CSA (community supported agriculture) farms, reliance on solar and renewable energy
resources, appropriate technology, barter systems,
local currencies, low-tech tools, and muscle power
approaches are a few of the dozens of tried and true
ways we can live and thrive. Large-scale, centralized
systems, globalization-multinational corporations
and the growing international "Free-Trade" in agricultural and consumer products-have all made our societies vulnerable to total collapse due to monoculture,
lack of diversity, excessive inefficiencies, or Y2K-like
problems such as service disruptions. Remember
Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered,
and its author, E. F. Schumacher?
If we get together regularly over the 9 month
period prior to the beginning of the 21 st Century, we
might develop strong relationships as we prepare
ourselves and our community for what may come.
The Utne Reader Y2K Citizen's Action Guide (1624
Harmon Place, Mpls. MN 55403; 1-800-880-UTNE)
offers a many-pronged approach to Y2K preparations.

What Shall We Tell our Children about Y2K?
• Y2K is not TEOTWAWKI (the end of the world
as we know it). Life will go on even after the clock
strikes midnight. Societies have thrived for thousands
of centuries before computers were invented. We possess all the knowledge, artistic abilities, handcrafts,
and necessary skills to develop our fullest potential.
• Because so many of the modern technologies
for manufacture, distribution, transportation, control,
billing, banking, and information systems rely heavily
on micro-processors and computers, it is likely that
some of these systems will fail bringing disruptionsserious or severe, in some cases.
• There are many Y2K-compliant technologies
and tools that we can employ: bicycles, handtools,
woodstoves, hay boxes, solar cookers... We can still
prepare food as our grandparents did. And, soaking
grains, sprouting, solar cooking, bicycling, walking,
etc. is good for our health!
• Human and social bonds are worth many times
more than Wall Street Stocks and Treasury Bonds.
• Happiness is not a function of material possesions, or the electronic gadgets we use. TV, VCRS,
Computers, etc. are not essential to life. If anything,
an absence of these can create conditions condusive
to creativity, cooperation and compassion.
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A drop of water
shimmers on a crimson rose
Diamond in the sun
-Justin Medien, gr. 8, Lowell

A field with flowers
roses swinging back and forth
petals falling down
-Jacqueline White, Guy Lee Elem.

Eugene area students wrote scores ofHaikus,
a traditional Japanese poem, for the 14th Annual
Asian Celebration held in Eugene, this February.
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